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ABSTRACT
Whether it is show business, news reporting, or concert/sports telecasting. It is the Camera man who plays the
key role. Besides, the focus of today’s electronic industry is to produce human-centric technologies.
Technologies that allow a person to perform monotonous, routine, everyday tasks and yet stay Human and not
become a Robot. Technologies that can keep us from straining our nerves, those which can reduce the
requirement of Skill. Because stressful life leads to Logical/Opportunistic behavior. Whereas stress-relieving,
skill-free, human-friendly technologies can lead us towards Wisdom, Humanity and Peaceful living. This project
is aimed to develop an automatic system for tracking the performer on the stage and capture the video. This
system based upon IR tracking i.e. the position of the camera is adjusted according to performer by the help of
servo motor by detecting the IR signals from the IR beacon attached with performer. Then camera will
automatically capture the performance accordingly. The techniques used for tracking through IR are IR
receiver polarization and their placement. It is easy to observe all the movements of performer by using the
same system from different directions simultaneously without the involvement of any human. As the system is
totally automatic so HR expenses decreased quite remarkably.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATIC target tracking is used in many systems in which targets are tracked using different
technologies. In some cases laser designator is used to provide targeting for laser guided bombs,
missiles or precision artillery munitions in which target is specified by laser beam and then target is
attacked automatically. There are many other systems which uses tracking of the target. We are using
this thing for peaceful purpose The On Stage performer tracking system is a mean for capturing
moves of the performer or target automatically without the involvement of human. By using this we
are able to exclude the duty of cameraman who has to be focused on the performer all the time which
is sometimes very difficult for a human being.
In tracking, time and reliability are two crucial parameters; if a tracking system is not real time then it
is very difficult to detect the exact location of an object. Our system is capable of tracking the
performer in almost real time. The system is reliable as well because there is no complex circuitry
involved and the equipment used for implementing the system is easily available and have low cost so
there is no difficulty in its maintenance.
Tracking of performer have long been researched and many systems are built for this purpose. Some
of them are based upon multiple sensors spread upon the stage and performer carries a transmitter [1].
The position of the performer is tracked by calculating the strength of received signal at the receiver
side or sensor side. Camera is positioned towards the sensor having high signal receiving strength.
Comparing the signal strength and then positioning of camera results in delayed tracking of the
performer.
In other performer tracking system for tracking movements of one performer upon a stage a number
of a signal transmitters are placed on the stage which transmit electromagnetic signals [2]. Performers
on the stage equipped with transponders which receive the electromagnetic signals and generate coded
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sound signals. A controller determines positions of the transponders and, hence, the position of the
performers carrying the transponders is tracked.
All the previous systems have used complex methodologies and techniques to detect and track the
position of the performer. They are very much costly also. Sensors and transmitters used in many of
these systems are specially designed so they are not available to anybody resulting into increase in
maintenance and repairing cost.
This research project has been sponsored and supported by APCOMS khadim hussain road
Rawalpindi.

II.

MOTORIZED GIMBAL

2.1

Gimbal Introduction

The main objective of our project was to track the performer and capture the video through the camera
mounted on 2DOF servo Gimbal. We need a two degree of freedom to track a moving performer
which is achieved using two servo motors [3]. One motor is used for pitch control and other second
for yaw control as shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1 Motorized Gimabal

PCB sheet is used for mechanical design because of following advantages:
--Light weight
--Strength
--Economical

2.2

Gimbal Geometry

In two dimensions every rotation matrix is of the form [4]:

cos θ
R(θ ) = 
sin θ

− sin θ 
cos θ 

(1)

− sin θ   x 
cos θ   y 

(2)

Where θ is angle of rotation.

 x ′  cos θ
 y ′ = sin θ
  

Where x and y are initial positions and x’ and y’ are positions after rotation.
So the coordinates (x’,y’) of the point (x.y) after rotation are:

x ′ = x cos θ − y sin θ
y ′ = x sin θ + y cos θ

(3)

This is shown in Figure 2
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Figure 2 Rotation with angle θ

In gimbal one axis is fixed and other rotates.
The following three basic (gimbal-like) rotation matrices rotate vectors about the x, y, or z axis, in
three dimensions:

1
R x (θ ) = 0
0

0
cos θ
sin θ

cos θ 0
R y (θ ) = 0
1
− sin θ 0


− sin θ 
cos θ 

(4)

sin θ 
0 
cos θ 

(5)

0

cos θ − sin θ
Rz (θ ) = sin θ cos θ
 0
0

0
0 
1 

(6)
In equations (4), (5) and (6) one axis is fixed and other two are rotated. The example of fixing y –axis
fixed and rotating other two axis is shown in Figure 3.
As we are using 2 DOF Gimbal which can rotate in x-axis and y-axis. So for our case z-axis is fixed.

y

X

z

Figure 3 Rotation around y-axis

III.
3.1

SENSING AND POLARIZATION
Introduction

Sensing and polarization are the essential part of our project. In fact we have done a lot of research on
these issues. In our case sensing refers to detecting the position of performer and polarization refers to
setting the area of view (field of view) of IR sensors.
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For explaining the process of sensing first we described the method of polarization of sensors and
their benefits.

3.2

Polarization

Generally IR sensors or receivers have very large field of view but they require line of sight as IR
cannot penetrate through hurdles [5]. IR sensors sense the IR coming from all front directions. In our
case we wanted that IR sensors should detect IR from specific region and reject the other which it
could normally sense. For that purpose we have polarized our sensors. For polarization [6] we use two
different techniques named.
--Polarization using Aluminum tubes
--Polarization using Aluminum hood (caps)

3.3

Polarization using Aluminium Tubes

For polarization of sensors first we use aluminum tubes. These tubes cover the photodiode of the IR
sensor. The benefit of doing that the photodiode of receiver detect the IR only through the tube and as
the tube path is narrow so the field of view of IR receiver got low. But the problem was that as IR can
be detected in the line of sight so the field of view became less in both horizontal and vertical axis.
But we wanted that field of view got less in only horizontal plane. The other disadvantages of using
Aluminum tubes was that the field of view was not so precise i.e. we wanted some sensors to detect in
wide area and some in very narrow area which cannot be achieved by using those tubes. The receiver
looks alike as shown in Figure 4. Due to these disadvantages we opted for other techniques in which
these problems can be solved.

Figure 4 Polarized sensor by using Aluminium Tube

3.4

Polarization using Aluminium Hood (cap)

As the results of polarization using tubes were not satisfactory so we used Aluminum caps. The caps
are designed such that they cover the IR sensor IC from all the sides and had an opening at photodiode
side from where sensors detect the IR. The shape was chosen such that it is slanting from front to back
so that IR sensor will detect the IR in vertical direction from large area. As we wanted different field
of views in horizontal axis so by changing the width of the opening we achieved that. This process is
shown in graph shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Field of view versus opening of the hood

The Aluminum hood used is somewhat like shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Aluminum hood used to polarize IR sensor

In this project we required sensors having different field of views some are wide range and some are
very precise in their range i.e. they can sense IR only coming from almost 25-30cm.

3.5

Sensing

Sensing refers to detecting the position of the performer on the stage. Sensors are mounted on a board
which is attached to servo. So by rotating servo the sensors also rotated hence their area of view is
changed by servo rotation. We used two different algorithms for detection of performer on the stage.
These algorithms named:
--Single Eye Detection
-- Three Eyes Detection

3.6

Single Eye Detection

In this algorithm we used only one sensor to detect the position of performer on the stage. The sensor
used is polarized such that it can only detect the IR coming from only 1foot region only. In this
algorithm initially the servo is rotated such that the sensor searches for IR on the stage and when IR
received by the sensor servo is stopped at that position. Servo stood still till the sensor receives IR.
Whenever sensor stopped receiving IR servo motors start rotating again for the search of performer.
This was the basic algorithm for tracking the performer. But it was slow and not as much accurate
tracking. Flow diagram of single eye detection is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Single eye detection flow diagram
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3.7

Three Eyes Detection

In this algorithm we used three sensors to detect the position of performer on the stage accurately. In
this algorithm two sensors are polarized such that they can detect IR from wide range while one
sensor is polarized such that it can detect the IR coming from very narrow range. They are arranged
such that the narrow range sensor is in center while other two wide range sensors were on the left and
right side of narrow range sensor. This is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Three eyes Detection sensor arrangement

The wide range sensors are used to detect whether performer is on the right side or left side and the
narrow range sensor or precision sensor is used to detect the exact position of the performer.
Current working of the system is based upon this detection algorithm.

IV.

WORKING

System is designed such that when there is no IR beacon detected or simply when no IR detected
servo motors rotates continuously in one direction then in other and hence the sensors attached to
servo. This continues until an IR is detected. This is known as scanning mode. As there are three
sensors one for precision and other for direction where the performer currently is. If performer is
detected on the right side sensor then servo is forced to move in anticlockwise direction, and if
Start
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by rotating
servo

No

Is IR
Detected?

Move Servo
Anticlockwise

Yes

Is IR detected
on center
sensor?

No
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Is IR detected
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Figure 9 Flow diagram of system,
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performer is detected on the left sensor then servo is forced to rotate in clockwise. This rotation
continues until center sensor detects the IR and then servo is forced to stop at that position where IR is
detected by center sensor. Now if performer moves in any of the direction then it is sensed and
tracked by using wide range sensor and whenever it stops servo stops. Camera is attached on a plate
which is also connected to servo head through some supports above sensors. Flow diagram of the
system is shown in Figure 9.

V.
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK OF ON STAGE PERFORMER TRACKING
SYSTEM
This system consists of two microcontrollers [7]. One for sensors or IR receivers and other for
generating appropriate PWM for servo motor .The neural network of on stage performer tracking
system [8] is shown in Figure 10 (a).
In this system y1 and y2 are the outputs of the sensor controller while z is the output of the PWM
generating controller. In the Figure 10 (a) w represents the weights of the connection strength. As our
system is logical so weights have only logical values i.e. it may be 0 or 1.
The weights of neural network are shown in Figure 10 (b).
From the neural network the outputs of the sensor controller are:
y1 = w11x1 + w21x2 + w31x3
(7)
y2 = w12x1 + w22x2 + w32x3
(8)
We can write both equations together using a compact notation.
Y=W.X
(9)
This equations shows that output values given by matrix product of connections strengths times the
vector of input values.
We can write this in matrix form as:

 y1   w11
 y  = w
 2   12

w21
w22

 x1 
w31   
x2
w32   
 x 3 

(10)

Now the inputs of the PWM generating controller are:
u1 = y1
u2 = y2
And the output of the PWM generating controller is:
z = z1 + z2 + z3
z = (w5 u1 + w8u2 + 1) + (w6 u1 + w9u2) + (w7 u1 + w10u2)
Where
Z1 means Servo stop
Z2 means rotate Servo anticlockwise
Z3 means rotate Servo Clockwise
The possible input and output combinations of both controllers are shown in Table 1 and Table 2

VI.

CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING

6.1

Construction

In our final design of the system we used two microcontroller boards and a servo drive circuitry.
These are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10 (a) Neural Network of On Stage Performer Tracking System

One controller board is used to generate continuous PWM for Servo according to situation. While the
other controller board is used to detect the outputs of sensors. Servo drive circuitry as name suggest is
used to drive the servo by supplying required voltages to servo. Interconnections between controller
boards are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 10 (b) Weights of Neural Network of Tracking System
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Figure 11 System Design
TABLE I: Input and Output Combination of Sensor Controller

Input

Senor Controller
Output

IR detected on
Senor
Center
Right
Left

P3.1(y2)

P3.0(y1)

0
0
1

0
1
0

TABLE 2: Input and Output Combination of PWM Generating controller
PWM Generating Controller
Input

Output

P3.5(u1)

P3.4(u2)

P3.0(z)

0

0

Stop(z1)

0

1

Rotate
anticlockwise(z2)

1

0

Rotate
Clockwise(z3)

Block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12 Interconnection between Boards

IR Receiver

Sensor
Controller

PWM
Generating
Controller

Servo

Camera

Figure 13 Block Diagram of System

6.2

Working

Working of the system is quite simple. Performer carries an IR beacon and the system tracked the
performer by using three IR Sensors. The demonstration of project is showing Figure 14 and
Schematic of IR beacon is shown in Figure 14

Figure 14 Demonstration of System
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Figure 15 Schematic of IR Beacon

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this project we achieved a very low cost tracking system by using IR sensors and a servo motor.
Robot localization is the key problem in making truly autonomous robots. If a robot does not know
where it is, it can be difficult to determine what to do next. Our system can be installed on some
location and can be modified a little to help the robots in localization.
We have made system for tracking in one performer on the stage at a time having any powerful IR
transmitter. But it can be modified to track multiple performers having different IR beacons but one at
a time. It means that only one performer will be tracked at a time from the multiple performers having
specific beacon. For that purpose RC5 protocol can be used.

APPENDIX (CODE ALGORITHM)
Begin;
Center sensor ←?;
If(center sensor=1)
Stop servo;
Else
{
Right sensor ←?;
If(Right sensor=1)
Rotate Clockwise;
Else
Rotate anticlockwise;
}
Jump Begin
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